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Press Release - Dienst Verpackungstechnik GmbH
No need for bad conscience – sweet and delicious in large or small packaging units –
packed by DIENST
The 24“ American Case (End of line) packer Type HE-AC has been delivered
and installed at this well-known multinational company in the field of
confectionary.
Intensive consultancy especially on carton design led to a further machine
order. This type of packer is able to run up to 9 different packing formations
with an average packaging speed of up to 60 cycles per carton unit and per
minute.
Durability thanks to
quality.

The American Case End of Line packer is equipped with a folding box
conveying system and a carrying-handle flap shifter.

We are premium manufacturers
in

the

area

of

horizontal

cartoners (side load) within the
food industry. In addition, we
also sell machines for top load
and end of line applications.
We

offer

customer-specific

machine solutions upon request
and are a recognized partner of
leading international producers
in

the

food

and

non-food

industries.
Further information please refer to
www.dienst-packsystems.de

Due the customer’s very special packaging, here with a precious metallic look
in a high-quality 3-D-design, must be meticulously handled and packaged.
Without being creased in the slightest way the carrying-handle flap is
constantly shifted in the same direction.
Manufacturers of standard components and packaging machines usually do
not bother taking customer’s special wishes into consideration. Dienst,
however, fulfills this kind of demands because of the wide and long
experiences gathered in the past years. Always following the maxim of:
“guaranteeing a secure and trouble-free production”.
Precisely adapted to fit the situation of the customer’s building, the machine
and its accessibility was considered and planned beforehand. Specially for
this customer vertical swinging doors have been chosen and realised. The
manual process up till now has been fully automated by buying a DIENST
packaging machine.

